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  Why have you chosen to be a
national sponsor with OLC?
Being at OLC helps us connect with
others who are engaged in efforts
to help students through online
learning. OLC is the best
opportunity we know of for
connecting with our community,
learning from what others are
doing, and sharing what we are
learning about how to improve
student outcomes through
particular instructional strategies.

 How has OLC helped Soomo
Learning?  Accomplishing our goal
of increasing student success and
learning requires us to connect
with schools who share this
commitment. We need partners
who are willing to work with us in
undertaking the changes required
to see significant gains in
outcomes. OLC gathers more of
these people together than any
other conference we attend.

  Why did you choose a national
sponsorship rather than just
one event?
 Attending both OLC conferences
does not feel like going to the
same conference twice. Different
people, different topics, different
conversations, all make these the

best two conferences we attend. 
They just happen to be hosted 
by the same organization.   

u Why do you plan to continue as
a national sponsor with OLC?
Some conferences keep sponsors 
at arms length, treating them like a 
necessary evil and seeking to 
minimize attendee exposure. Other 
conferences seem to be in the 
business of extracting money from 
sponsors by putting out bait for 
potential customers. In sharp 
contrast to these, OLC shares our 
perspective of seeing educators 
and companies as partners playing 
complementary roles in a crucial 
field. They treat us like a valued 
part of the community, not for the 
sponsorship dollars we bring but 
for our willingness to listen and 
contribute, exhibit and participate. 

u  Would you recommend OLC
sponsorship to other companies?
The OLC conferences have long 
been our best conferences. Every 
year we try a couple of others, but 
none measure up to the OLC 
community.

A quick Q&A with David Lindrum, 
Founder & Course Designer at Soomo 

Learning and National "Platinum" 
Sponsor of OLC conferences 

MEET DAVID LINDRUM, FOUNDER, SOOMO LEARNING

He's in his 22nd year of working in online learning and 
started Soomo Learning in 2004 as his third ed tech 
company. Soomo seeks to go beyond just creating 
compelling learning technology to actually producing 
measurable improvements in student outcomes. 

“OLC shares our perspective 
of seeing educators and 
companies as partners playing 
complementary roles in a 
crucial field. ”   
David Lindrum, Founder, Soomo Learning

To learn more about sponsorship opportunities with OLC, visit www.onlinelearning-c.com/sponsor

Working with major publishers including Pearson, 
Thomson, and McGraw, David launched both MetaText 
and Shadowbox before founding Soomo. David’s heart is 
in creating transformative instructional design and using 
the web to meet instructional challenges.

To learn more on Soomo Learning, visit soomolearning.com

"OLC gathers more of these 
people together than any other 
conference we attend."

www.onlinelearning-c.com/sponsor



